DCEUS-based focal parametric perfusion imaging of microvessel with single-pixel resolution and high contrast.
This study aimed to develop a focal microvascular contrast-enhanced ultrasonic parametric perfusion imaging (PPI) scheme to overcome the tradeoff between the resolution, contrast, and accuracy of focal PPI in the tumor. Its resolution was limited by the low signal-to-clutter ratio (SCR) of time-intensity-curves (TICs) induced by multiple limitations, which deteriorated the accuracy and contrast of focal PPI. The scheme was verified by the in-vivo perfusion experiments. Single-pixel TICs were first extracted to ensure PPI with the highest resolution. The SCR of focal TICs in the tumor was improved using respiratory motion compensation combined with detrended fluctuation analysis. The entire and focal PPIs of six perfusion parameters were then accurately created after filtrating the valid TICs and targeted perfusion parameters. Compared with those of the conventional PPIs, the axial and lateral resolutions of focal PPIs were improved by 30.29% (p < .05) and 32.77% (p < .05), respectively; the average contrast and accuracy evaluated by SCR improved by 7.24 ± 4.90 dB (p < .05) and 5.18 ± 1.28 dB (p < .05), respectively. The edge, morphostructure, inhomogeneous hyper-enhanced distribution, and ring-like perfusion features in intratumoral microvessel were accurately distinguished and highlighted by the focal PPIs. The developed focal PPI can assist clinicians in making confirmed diagnoses and in providing appropriate therapeutic strategies for liver tumor.